How Much Do You Know?
AnMwer these question$ first: Then read on to find the answers.

1.

What process has more to do with saving trees on a
construction site than any other? For answer seePage2.

[J

2.

Grading

[J

[J Design

Communication

Which of the following would be the best candidate for saving
on a construction site? For Answer SeePage3.

[J A group of mixed hardwoods at the front of the property.
[J A large oak near the proposed building entrance.

[J A cluster of mature dogwoodsin an island in the parking lot.

3.

If a house is worth $100,000on open land with no trees, what
is a good guess of its value if it were on a wooded lot? For
Answer SeePage4.

[J

$90,000

[J

$110,000

[J

$120,000

If the root zone of a mature, 12" caliper tree is protected to 10
feet out from the trunk during construction, this should be
adequate to keep the tree alive. For Answer ,SeePage6.

IJ TRUE

IJ FALSE

When placing a utility trench across a root zone of a 12"
diameter tree, the least amount of roots will be destroyed if
the line is placed in what location?
For Answer See Page B.

IJ Under the tree
6.

7.

IJ 15 feet away

What amount of fill over the root zone of a mature tree is ace
ceptable with no additional special techniques? For Answer See
Page10.

IJ Up to 12" lJup

to 6"

lJup ta 2"

-

DNone of the Above

Which of the following can cause serious injury or death to a

tree on a construction site? ForAnswerSeePage11.

IJ A rota-tiller

8.

IJ 5 feet away

IJA cementmixer IJA trenchingmachine

I'] All ofthA Ahnve r:1NnnA nfthe above

If th:r~~- :~ ~: ::~~d -;:~~~:e~-~:w-I~a~esthe year following
construction, protection practices have been successful. For
Answer SeePage12.

[JTRUE

[JFALSE
1

The answer to quiz question
Communication. Without it the rest of
the information in this booklet is useless.
If you believe it's bulldozers that damagetrees on construction
sites, you're only partly right. It's the bulldozer driven by the operator who
wasn't told by his supervisor who never talked to the general contractor
about it, who never made it clear becausethe plans from the designerdidn't
show it, becausethe designer and developerdid not discussthe importance of
the existing trees aheadof time.

. Good communication between developers, designers, consultants
and contr~ctors is absolutely essential to any tree protection effort.
The correct processesmust happen in the correct order if valuable trees are
to be saved. This takes constant awarenesson the part of all those involved
in the construction process~
. Never assume that somebody else knows what is going on. One
mistake can destroy half the pore spacein the soil under a tree and spell its
doom~If existing mature trees are important, it is important to communicate
that fact to everyoneon the site.
. It costs money in time and special construction practices to save
trees. Take the extra time to keep lines of communication open betweenthe
four groups of "players" in the tree protectibn game:

Developers
Financial Backers

Professional

Designers

Foresters

Builders
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What Trees To Save?
Th. an."l'r to quiz question
ltlt' pnlJK'rly.

Savethe mixed hardwoodsat the front of

Three factors needto be consideredwhen choosingtr'eesto saveon a
construction site:

..
.

Species
Location

Age and Health

The large oak near the proposedentranceof the building is a
wonderful designfeature, clearly adding to the character and scaleof the
project. However,any large tree also has a very large root zone,and if it
were near the foundation of the building, it is very likely that a large portion
of the roots would be destroyedin the excavationprocess.Older trees are
less adaptable and are more likely to be damaged irreparably by the
construction process.
The clump of dogwoodwould add color and a sculptural effect to the
parking lot. Also, saving a group of trees is often easier than saving one
specimen. The dogwood,however,is an unc;ierstorytree. If the overhead
canopyof tall trees were removedand the do~oods were left to re-adapt to
the hot sun and dryness of a parking lot, no matter how well their roots are
preservedthey will probably not survive. Make sure the species you
protect is adapted to change and to the sItuation it will experience
post-construction.
A mixture of speciesin a group, where a large area beneathcan be
protectedfrom compactionand mechanicaldamageis your best bet. If one
speciesprovesintolerant to the construction process,others can fill in its
place. The location of the trees is important. Near the building where
foundation work is to be done,damagemay occur from excavation. Identify
trees to be preserved in groups whenever possible, and away from
proposed building foundations. Shallow-rootedtrees such as maple and
dogwoodsneed particular care. Some,like scarlet or white oaks, may look
fine the first year, but will decline and d.e after several more. Always
choose healthy, disease-free stands of trees to protect. Construction
stresswill make any pre-existing pest or diseaseproblemsworse. Consult a
professionalarborist, forester or landscapearchitect to help choosetrees you
wish to save.
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The answer to quiz question
$120,000. Studies have shown that trees
contribute as much as 27%of the appraisedland value in certain markets.

Clearly, trees have a value that goesbeyondthe beauty and shade
that they provide. They are a salable resourcefor both homeownersand
developers. The retention of a stand of healthy mature trees on a
building site can translate into a higher sale value than a cleared
site, all other things being equal.
A cost benefit analysis of existing trees on a site should consider
severalfactors:

. Marketability of wooded lot: Are trees in a place where they can be an
assetto the design of the developmentor building? What size are they?What
is the condition of the trees? What species?
. Appraisal of tree value: The Council of Tree and LandscapeAppraisers
has developeda method for estimating the dollar value of trees. This formula is: Basic Tree Value x Species Class x Location x Condition.
Some Basic Tree Values (will vary by region).
10 in. diameter
14 in.
18 in.
26 in.
30 in.

$1729
$3388
$5588
$11682
$15554

. Species Class: A percentagefigure basedon the relative quality of a
speciesin eachregion of the country.

.

Location: Again, a percentagebasedon the location of trees on the property. Treescloseto a driveway, for example,might not have as high a location
value as trees off the corner of the building.

. Condition: Trees with diseases,construction or storm damage,etc. c~n
lower this rating and affect the value of a tree.
.

'From

"How Valuable Are Your Trees" by Gary Moll, an article in the April, 1985 issue of American Forests Magazine

A

. Other factors to consider: Unhealthy, declining or diseasedtrees are
usually not valuable. Healthy, strong specimensare often worth it. To
replacethe effect they create will take 40 years or more with newly-planted
trees. Long-lived speciesof trees, like oaks,elms, maples,etc. are very valuable. T~ey will continue to be an assetfor generations. Trees with shorter
lives, like Bradford Pears,locusts,willows, etc. are worth less becausethe
cost.of protecting them may only have a 10 or 15 year payback. Large, open
grown specimensare worth the most (and cost the most to protect).
. Trees continue to payoff:
Remember,the dollars and cents of tree protection doesnot stop with the aesthetic value of the tree. Trees can reduce
energy costs. Stands of trees can lower the temperature around them as
much as 7° through evapo-transpirationand, comparedto adjacent sunny
spots,the shadeprovided by trees can lower the temperature at ground level
by up to 20°. Shadecast on buildings can lower coolingbills by 10-30%
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Don't Tread On Me.
The answer to quiz question
False. Most of a tree's feeder roots extend
well out from the trunk, often well beyondthe "drip-line". In this casea 10'
protected area may only protect 2% of the feederroots.

. Protect the Root Zone. A commonmisconceptionis that a trees roots
stop at the "drip-line" or the extent of the outermost branches. As a rule of
thumb, roots generally extend at least 11/2 times the height of the tree (50'
tree will have roots 75' from the trunk) and much more in certain circumstances. The system of woodyand non-woodyroots holds the tree up and provides it with a means to obtain oxygen,moisture and nutrients necessaryfor
it to producefood and continue to live. In other words, damagethe roots...kill
the tree.
. Tree protection means soil protection. If the soil beneath the tree becomescompactedby piles of building material, foot or vehicle traffic or pavement, the tree will "suffocate", If the proper organic nutrients are not
present, the tree will not be able to produceits food and it will "starve",
. Protect the tree and its soil by restricting all ac~ivity in the root
zone. Build a barrier around the tree as far away from the trunk as feasible.
If you build the barrier to prote~t less than the area within the "drip-line",
you must acceptthe risk that the tree will suffer serious damageand will die
within 2 to 5 years. The barriers should be built this way:

.

Use 4"x4" posts, 1" x 6" rails, one at the top, one in the middle.

. Build the barrier a minimum3'.6" high
. Erect signs indicating that no building materials or equipment is
allowed to be stored within the barrier
. Wheneverpossible, protect groups of trees in a large common root
area. The greater the area of continuous non-disturbedroot zone,the
greater the likelihood of successin tree preservation.

. Make your contractors responsible. Specificationsfor the protected
areas and penalties for violation of the barriers should be set forth in the
contract for the project. Remember,death can occur several years after
damageon the job. Make sure that if tree or root zonedamageis doneon site
that the contractor will be liable for the decline or death of the tree for a
period of at least three years afterward.
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. Care for your soil. If an area outside the barricade is to be disturbed or

excavated,and it is likely that tree roots will grow in this area afterconstruction, amend the soil that is to be backfilled so that it has plenty of organic
matter (leaf mold, organic topsoil, etc.)

. Protect trees during cleanup. Often the best laid and best executedtreE

protection plans go down the tubes during the cleanup process. All it takes is
one front-end loader carrying a pile of refuse to back over the root zone,and
50%of the pore spacein the soil is lost. Always require that tree barriers be
the very last item removedfrom the site! Haul debris away. Do not allow it
to be burned or buried on-site. Ifit must be burned, burn in an area where
flames and heat cannot reach branchesor roots.
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Watch Where You Dig.
The answer to quiz question
Directly under thf- tree. Seethe illustration below to show how the other options destroy more roots.
Excavations for underground utility lines can undo all the other
goodwork you may have done to protect your trees. Plan the location of
trenchescarefully. It may seemto fly in the faceof commonsense,but aim
the lines directly for the trunk of the tree you want to save. The
illustration below showshow up to 50%of a trees roots can be severedby
trenching acrossone side or the other, while trenching up to the trunk and
tunneling beneath will damageor destroy only about 10%or the roots.
Excavationsfor utility lines are not the only digging processesthat
will sever roots. Plan carefully the location of building foundations
relative to trees you wish to protect. Bear in mind that, as a rule of
thumb, tree roots extend out from the trunk generally 1 1/2 times the height
of the tree.
When cutting a slopein a previously level grade, leave as great an
area beneath the tree undisturbed as possible. Use retaining walls rather
than grading.

.
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Use raised walkways and decks whenever possihle. Most of a
tree's feederroots are in the top 6" of soil. Many of them can be severedor
destroyedby so simple a processas the installation of a sidewalk. Driveway
pavementnot only seversor damagesroots in construction and compactssoil
in root zones,but createsan impervious surface through which tree roots can
no longer breathe or absorbmoisture. Plan your driveways in areas
where re-planting of new trees is to occur.
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Prevent Tree Suffocation.
The answer to quiz question

None of the above. Even though many
experts would acceptvarying amounts offill, alwaxs pay attention to the
comuositionof the soil.
Trees absorboxygenthrough their roots. Most of the feederroots
are in the top several inches of soil. If these roots are coveredwith fill, the
oxygensupply to the roots may be cut ofTand destroy the tree. Building a dry
well around the baseof the trunk will not suffice to let these feeder roots
breathe.

An
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and a bed of small stoneswill also help keep a ventilation system at work
under the soil fill.
2" of fill may not be fatal to trees, but that dependsgreatly on the
compositionof the fill, tree species,maintenance and percent of root zone
covered. 2" of heavy clay backfill covering the entire root zone of a
tree with no additional maintenance will likely kill a tree just as
surely as 1(1'will, but if the soil to be
t ~~v='~
used as fill is loamy with a high
('
organic matter content (lots of pore
. ..
~
spaceto allow oxygento penetrate
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to the roots) the tr~e will have a

much better chance.
Saving trees where fill
is to occur is a very difficult
and expensive
process to
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do correctly. It may be
better to considersaving trees
in another part of the site and
re-planting the filled areas
with new trees.
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The Machine in the Garden.
The answer to quiz question
damagewith machines.

All of the above. We can do a lot of

If you read the previous page,you understand what a Ditch-Witch
can do to tree roots, but even a roto-tiller can destroy the majority of the
feederroots located in the top 6" of soil in shallow-rootedtrees. Be very
careful when using any machine that disturbs soil' under existing
trees whether a building is under construction or not.
All sorts of machines are used on construction sites, and nearly all of
them can do damageto trees. Mechanical damageis the first injury that is
usually considered. Backing into a tree with a heavy machine will injure the
bark and restrict the flow of moisture and nutrients from the roots, further
stressing an already struggling tree. Driving acrossroots with heavy
machinery will compactthe soil and sever roots. Tire tracks will collect
rainwater and drown more roots. Backhoeswill excavatetrenches and sever
both structural and feeder root systems.
Not only the machines, but the products they use and produce can damage trees. Diesel fuel spilled in root zoneswill poisona tree.
If cement mixers are cleanedunder trees, the pH of the soil will be affected
and damagewill occur to someacid-loving trees such as oaks, beech,
sweetgum,hemlock and spruce. All petroleum products associatedwith
paints, lubricants or fuels will damageor kill trees. Marble chips and
bluestoneused for driveways has causedchlorosis from nickel contamination
on many trees in the Maryland and Washington, D. C. area.
The best way to protect trees from machine and chemical
injury is to keep them apart. Protect root zonesby erecting barriers and
holding contractors liable for root zonedamage. Make sure all refuse is
removedfrom site. Ensure that all cleaning and disposal of wastesis done
properly and away from tree zones. Rememberthat tree protection is soil
protection.
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Only Time Will Tell.
The answer to quiz question
False. Trees damagedin the construction
processcan decline and die as a result of their injuries up to 10 years after
construction.
Damageto tree roots in the construction processcan kill a tree
outright beforethe next growing season,but more likely it will restrict the
trees ability to support its continued growth and health. Over time the
inability of the tree to provide enough moisture and nutrients will
contribute to a gradual decline that will culminate in the death of
the tree during a drought or other stressful period.
Often trees will give clues that there are serious construction-related
problems. Trees show stress by epicormic growth, the production of leaves
along large branches and the trunk of the tree. HardwoGdssuffering from
root damagemay have small yellow leavesand many dead branches. Damagedtrees ~ay show fall color much earlier than other healthy membersof
the samespecies.
Secondaryeffects are also common. Trees damagedduring construction are more susceptibleto diseaseand insect infestation.

. Care and protection of trees on construction sites should not stop when
construction
is complete: Yearly
pruning and fertilization by a professional arborist or forester can
help trees overcomeconstruction injury.

Prune only be-
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yond the growth collar of a
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branch. Never flush-cut. Irrigation of protected root zones
can help trees through
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periods

of drought. (Be careful in instal-
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systems. Don't sever roots!) If
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trees are built into an island with a
surrounding curb, make sure drainage
is provided so that roots do not drown.
Allow the natural leaf litter to remain under trees to hold in moisture and provide
organic matter for the soil.
Grass and shrubbery )Vill

competewith feeder
roots of trees and

require moremaintenance.
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